The Cybersecurity Checklist

Follow the 4 keys to protect your organization from cyberthreats.

**Data**
Secure the perimeter.
Cloud storage is only as strong as the network used to access it.

**Devices**
Update and repair — Sensitive data stays secure when we wipe drives and securely recycle parts.

**Identity**
Restrict access.
Lock data away from personnel who don’t need to interact with it.

**Online**
Secure the endpoints.
Cloud storage is only as strong as the network used to access it.

$408
The average cost per record of a healthcare breach — more than double any other industry

21%
of healthcare employees write down their usernames and passwords near their computers

27,000
patient records were recently exposed from 1 stolen flash drive

Learn more:
Download the Lenovo ThinkShield guide to cybersecurity for healthcare.